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Background
INFOrmation

A career in IT is one of the most sorted after
both globally and here in Australia. It was this
pursuit that brought Manish Puri, a Senior
Test Analyst from India to Australia. However,
the journey was not easy, to say the least.
Despite having overseas manual testing
experience, his lack of local industry exposure
and a career gap found him struggling to land
a role.
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Journey Continues
AUTOMATION TRAINEESHIP PROGRAM

With the automation skillset and certification under his belt, the
natural step forward is to prepare yourself for the workforce. This was
when Manish enrolled for the second step at Adactin the popular 2month Traineeship Program.
“While we learned the theories in the course, the best learning was
when we applied our learning towards projects in the traineeship
program”, Manish said. He further added that not only were the projects
interesting and challenging, but they were also a crucial part of his
learning and growth.
Daily interactions with key stakeholders and guidance from top
management like the CEO and COO were some of the highlights of his
experience.
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A NEW CHAPTER
WITH A NEW JOB

While Manish reached out to Adactin with the initial intention to upskill,
but out of his sheer determination and hard work, he managed to land
himself a full-time position as a Test Analyst in Adactin. He remarked
that he will forever be grateful for all the support and opportunity
provided by the entire Adactin family.
He continued to address that for anyone considering a career in IT, he
highly recommends enrolling into practical technical courses like the
traineeship program in Adactin. The program offers a dynamic learning
avenue incorporating hands-on project exposure, technical skills, soft
skills grooming and so on.
Finally, and most importantly to make the most of the opportunity to
not only develop your IT skills but also grow as a person.

get in contact
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a new journey
begins

Manish heard of Adactin from a Facebook group
when he saw a post about the Selenium course.
An “aha” moment caught him and he realised
this was a perfect opportunity to upskill.
He thereafter enrolled in the popular Selenium
with Java Program. Ultimately, what led Manish
to decide with Adactin was the quick
turnaround of the course and value for the
competitive price.

For more information or to talk about how to start your journey into
the IT field, please contact us via the methods below.

training@adactin.com
0469360403

